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Anne D’Alton

Subaru

Good day to Redline Readers and I am pleased to
be able to introduce you to myself and to my work
and lifestyle.
I was born in Dublin, Ireland where I studied at the
National College of Art for my Art Teacher's Certificate.
where I specialised in engineering drawing.
Jobs though, for Art Teachers were alas, few and far
between... So I changed tack and took up Interior
Architecture, which opened a totally new lifestyle for
me. During those years though, I became more and
more interested in all forms of motor sport, bought
myself a motor bike and, with my husband, became
involved in karting... I have to add that my late father,
fostered my love of cars and motorbikes and my late
mother equally fostered my love for drawing and
painting – as and from the age of three!

Anne D’Alton

Jägermeister Porsche

Erik Comas
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Anne D’Alton

Audi Quattro flying

Colin McRae
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Anne D’Alton

Summer of ;76

Bike Shannon
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Anne D’Alton

Bugatti 35B

Along with my Interior Architectural career I opened
the Dublin School of Art which brought me back into
the art world. Although, I enjoy drawing and painting
most subjects, in most
mediums,
my
real
passion is that of drawing
and painting cars –
particularly racing, sports
ad rally cars – and
motorbikes. I'm looking
forward to starting a new
series of motoring artwork
allied to illustrating old
stone Breton buildings
– all ink illustrations – early
in 2018.

knowledge of their internal workings has opened up
the world of motoring artwork for me. I appreciate
the look of a very well designed machine but I also
love to peer into the
engine
compartment,
particularly of older cars,
and see what superb
engineering is all about.

“I appreciate
the look of
a very well
designed
machine”

As a keen motorist and
owner of an elderly
classic car and an
extremely quick "hot
hatch"... when I was given
the opportunity, some
years' ago, to drive a Subaru Impreza WRC I jumped at
the chance – and have never looked back!
Being able to drive incredibly quick cars plus some
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We moved to Brittany,
West France, where we
renovated a very old
Longere in which I now
have my Art Studio which
is, incidently open to all
Art Lovers.
Here I can
enjoy
my
motoring
artwork and partake in
regular track-days in our
"innocent" looking Fiat....
and participate in driving
various machines on the
local Rally Cross Circuit.

I hope you enjoy the photographs included here, both
of my motoring artwork and motoring events and thank
you for reading this.

Anne D’Alton

A Red Maserati

Archway Italy
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Anne D’Alton

Alan & Riley

Anne & Toyota GT

Graham Hill
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Anne D’Alton
October Holidays
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Anne & Uno

Anne D’Alton

Anne & Uno

Quattro SV

Action Red
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From the EDITOR
Welcome to the website version of Redline. Happy new year to everybody checking out the GMA
website and reading our newsletter, Redline, maybe for the first time in which case welcome to the
Guild of Motoring Artists’ website which we all hope you will enjoy. For those who are not aware,
Redline is produced quarterly and e-mailed to all members of the GMA and a alightly reduced
version is then added to the website which is what you are obviously now looking at.
The website version omits the Chairman’s Letter which is primarily intended for internal information for Guild
members although anything of general interest can be found elsewhere on this website in the Chairman’s
Blog. The other major change is that all photos in Redline have an added watermark for security reasons.
Should you wish to see a better version of any of the pictures, please contact the artists concerned. Most
have contact details on the website and e-mail addresses are included in the Gallery section.
Please make a point of checking out the Gallery towards the end of every Redline as this is where GMA
members get to exhibit their recent works of art which are always interesting and varied. Many are
commissions but some are for sale and may well be exhibited in GMA exhibitions should you wish to see
the originals. Also some are available as limited edition prints from the artists. This is often mentioned in the
Gallery, but not always depending on how much information I receive with the picture so feel free to contact
the artist in question if you would like a copy as prints may be available or the artist will probably be happy
to paint a similar picture for you if you can agree on the price.
If you are an artist who is not a member already but who is thinking of joining the GMA, I hope you like
what you see and remember that members get the full version of Redline without watermarks and with
higher resolution pictures. You will also have the opportunity to exhibit (and hopefully sell) at GMA exhibitions
which are held in several locations around the UK during the year. I can confirm from personal experience
that living abroad is no barrier for exhibiting and selling at GMA shows since I have done both successfully.
Provided you can get your work to one of the UK based committee members, they will be happy to help
get it to the shows and pass back any money from sales.
Whoever you are, and whatever reason you have for visiting this website, I hope you enjoy this Redline.
Regards,

John Napper

ArtyFACTS
1

Which distinguished British conservationist, railway and wildlife artist left us recently?

2

Name the Chateau in the midlands that holds a hill-climb in it’s grounds.

3

Which British political TV interviewer and artist has written A Small Book About Painting?

4

Who is Billy Whizz ?

5

What painting sold for a record $450/£342million in November 2017?

6

Which country will hold it’s first motor race in 2018 since a ban on motor racing imposed
in 1955?

7

Which famous London gallery will close for 2 years in Autumn 2018 for refurbishment?

8

Who in November 2017 was the first British winner of the Rally GB for 16 years?

9

Which American artist has been named as Barack Obama’s official portraitist?

10 Which famous Italian statue’s photographic image can now only be used with official
authorisation?

The quarterly ArtyFacts quiz is compiled by Barry Hunter
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An Eclectic Art Exhibition Tour & Report
from Austria, Germany & the UK
As promised, I have what I hope is
an interesting and certainly
eclectic report from various
exhibitions and museums I have
been lucky enough to see on my
travels this past couple of months.
Many are simply great exhibitions
of some wonderful masters and
classic artists, but there are some
automotive themes too, which I
think their origin may surprise you.
So in preamble, there are two
exhibitions from Austria, the Leopold
& Mumock galleries in Vienna, when
I was on vacation with my daughter
Ella & son James. The Mumock also
had a few incredible automotive
artworks. There is one from
Germany, which is in fact very
automotive, from ‘Motorworld’ in
Bobingen (near Stuttgart and close
to the Mercedes-Benz & Porsche
technical centres) when I was on
business there for RLE International.
Then there are 7 exhibitions from the
UK, with 6 in London at the Tate
Britain, RA & Wallace Collection,
when visiting there with my daughter
and dad over two separate days.
And finally while visiting the
Christmas market and festive vibe of
ancient Chester the 7th UK art
gallery I visited with my girlfriend Val,
was an amazing tucked away
gallery called Castle Gallery with
two artists not typically known for
their automotive art but lo and
behold (and only in this gallery in
the UK) was some surprising
automotive themed art, which I will
leave to the end, one of which is
totally amazing as I never knew this
person even painted let alone
something as iconic as I will report.
So scattered through this article, I will
include a few photos from each of
the exhibitions to give you a flavour
of the variety of art from this eclectic
gallery ‘tour’. You can of course
google any of these galleries or
artists, and if you have any questions
from this article, please let me kno
and I will be happy to reply.
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Austria – Vienna:
Leopold Museum
In the Museum Quarter of old
Vienna sit two very modern
gallery buildings. One is the
Leopold Museum and one is the
Mumock Art Gallery. The Leopold
Museum was built in 2001 with a
gallery that now houses an
impressive collection of work that
Dr Rudolf Leopold (1925-2010) set
up as a private foundation in 1954
of art he collected over 50 years
since the 1900s. It was in this
museum in 2001 that the public
got to see his collection and is a
focus of three key Austrian artists:-

Egon Schiele – Krumau Southern Bohemia

1. Egon Schiele (1890-1918).
The largest collection of his
work, 40 paintings &
180 drawings
Gustav Klimt – Death and Life

2 Gustav Klimt (Including his
famous painting entitled
‘Death and Life’)
3. Anton Kolig (1886-1950)
There are also other artists included
in the theme of ‘Vienna 1900s’ at
the Leopold including; Kolomon
Moser, Josef Hoffmann, Richard
Gersti, and Oskar Kokoschka. Most
of the art is between 1900 and
1938 with an emphasis on the art of
expressionism and design at the
turn of the previous century.
All the art was fascinating from that
period in Austria and Anton Koilg in
particular was deemed very avant
garde prior to 1914 and he taught
in Germany at Stuttgart art
academy from 1928-43. He had his
house in Notsch bombed in 1944
during WW2 and members of his
family were injured. He painted this
experience and he was badly
injured. The work of Kolig at the
Leopold exhibition was the first big
solo exhibition of his work in 50 years.

Theodor Von Hormann –
Summer in the Garden

Anton Kolig – Self Portrait in Blue Jacket

Austria – Vienna:
Mumok Museum
Opposite the Leopold museum
across the old courtyards to the
municipal art gallery and dance
theatre is an Impressive monolithic
building with almost no windows
that stands like a new standing
stone to art, called the Mumock. It
is the Austrian International modern
art gallery and including a startling
variety of art, multi-media,
paintings, prints, photography, and
3D creations and sculpture. Once
inside the floors are interconnected
with space age elevators and steel
staircases, befitting of a modern
art gallery. Some of the themes
are unsettling and purposely
provocative with one floor all about
European wars, second & cold and
the subsequent scars being healed
by nature and man to repair the
damage caused by both.
However by far my favourite floor
was the artwork by international
artists, including the Blue Guitar
painting by David Hockney. It is
amazing to see it in real life rather
than in print. Plus there were lots of
incredible 3D pieces including a
cool full size American football
sculpture by Duane Hansen (called
Football vignette, 1969) made from
fibreglass, polyester, and original
football clothes. There were also a
couple of photo realistic large
paintings by Robert Brechtle
(Berkeley Pinto and a family
standing by it, 1978) and the
astonishing Ralph Goings painting
of the polished aluminium camper
van ‘Airstream, 1970). All stunning
stuff and even when I peered close
to those two paintings (which
alarmed the invigilator who got out
of his chair to tell me off) you could
barely tell it was paint and not
photographic. Stunning stuff!

Rachel Whiteread –
Upside Down Staircase
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UK – London:
Tate Britain:
Rachel Whiteread

Ralph Goings – Airstream

Meanwhile, in London last month,
also with my daughter Ella, we
spent a day visiting two galleries
(Tate Britain) and the RA, and 5
exhibitions. Exhausting but fun
with coffee and lunch in between
to give us a boost.
At the Tate we saw two distinctly
different exhibitions, the first was the
thought and image provocative
sole exhibition by Rachel Whiteread
(modern 3D art) and the
Impressionists in London, which as
you can imagine was stunning but
completely different.

David Hockney – Blue Guitar

Robert Bechtle – Berkley Pinto

Duane Hanson – Football Vignette

The Rachel Whiteread exhibition
was both staggering in scale in an
equally impressive huge modern
white hall, and adjoining gothic
gallery hallway but so different to
anything I have ever seen before.
There was so much space between
most of Rachel’s work, that you
were able to stand back and look
at the individual pieces with ease
from afar and walk up and peer at
them too. As some of you may be
aware, Rachel Whiteread (b1963)
was the first woman to win the
Turner prize in 1993. (I was amazed
too). She studied at Brighton
Polytechnic and then the Slade
school of art in London.
Most of her work is and was an array
of castings, moulds of everyday
shapes, forms and spaces. It too
difficult to describe and better seen
for yourself. Suffice to say her work
was abstract and surreal but also
often you find yourself looking at a
cast of a staircase, library-bookshelf, Windows, doors, roofs,
flooring, furniture, boxes and sheds
and small houses, but the cast
surfaces are of the ‘outside’ surface
in or inside surface out, or like the
staircase, the space of stairwell not
the stairs, and upside down.
Rachel’s work also included all kind
of materials, such as rubber, resin,
metal and concrete. She has had
numerous commissions worldwide
from Governor’s island in New York,
to Vienna, London, including on the

UK – London
Royal Academy:
Jasper Johns

4th plinth in Trafalgar Square, and
outside the Tate itself, Fjords Gran in
Norway and Mojave desert in CA,
USA. Amongst her work on show
were numerous drawings and
preparatory sketches too.
It was certainly an eye opener and
an astonishing exhibition that
breaks rules and certainly makes
the observer step back and think.

Rachel Whiteread – Library Bookcase

Rachel Whiteread – Resin Blocks

UK – London:
Tate Britain:
Impressionists in
London
The second exhibition Ella and I
saw when we visited ate Britain
was also a history lesson (as of
course all classical art exhibitions
end up being when you read the
backgrounds to the artists, their
art and era). In the opening
gallery hall there were artworks
contemporary to the 1870
Franco-Prussian war which France
lost (with Napoleon III) and left
France and Paris scarred with civil
unrest and a commune set up in
Paris with those calling themselves
13

Monet – Westminster by the Thames

‘Communards’. Many of these
Communards (3300) fled to Britain
and London as refugees in 1871
onwards for political freedom and
escape from the unrest in France.
Of those who fled many were
great artists, who have since
become known for the Impression
movement. Some great artists
from that era, including James
Tissot who acted as a stretcher
bearer, stayed on.
The great artists who fled painted
great scenes of London and
England that have become part of
the art heritage of Britain. Such
artists included Claude Monet
(1840-1926) who painted many
famous scenes of London and the
Thames, which the RA included.
One was from 1871, with the
Thameside Victoria embankment
(with the scaffolding still up with
workmen on it) and with the
recently completed (1870) Palace
of Westminster and Bridge of
Westminsiter
(1862)
in
the
background. There were so many
paintings from this era, that while
we look at them in the hindsight of
history, you see them assembled in
the exhibition contemporary of
London and the British countryside
to when they were painted.
Other great artists in the RA
exhibition of Impressionists in London
included; Camile Pissaro, Charles
Francois Daugbigny, Alfred Sisley,
Francois Bonvin and sculptures such
as Jean-Leon Gerome and JeanBaptiste Carpeaux. At the time Paul
Durand-Ruel
was
a
great
benefactor and exhibitor of the
impressionist movement which
helped provide a platform for the
movement’s establishment. The rest
as they say is history.

The main show at the RA (when
Ella and I visited in November) was
Jasper Johns. Although we had
seen some of his work earlier in the
year at the British Museum ‘pop art
from the USA’ this was a solo show
of huge proportions taking up the
main galleries and exhibited a
wide range of his work, often huge
pieces. Jasper Johns (b1930) grew
up in Georgia, USA and attended
the University of South Carolina, in
the art department but in fact left
without graduating to seek artistic
inspiration in New York, but was
drafted into the army after the
war in 1951.
He returned to art in 1954 back in
New York and had a chequered art
career that took him variously all
over the USA and the world including
Tokyo, Japan; Paris France; Venice,
Italy; Vienna, Austria; Leeds, England
and, on numerous occasions, to
various galleries in London, England.
And all the time growing his art and
reputation and I read that in 2011
he received the Presidential Medal
of Freedom from President Barack
Obama. After his 2017 RA London
show his exhibition will travel to Los
Angeles, USA in 2018.
It is difficult to describe his paintings,
as so many which are on a large
scale, have 3D multi-media qualities
to them, despite hanging on the
walls. Many have themes of string
and attachment that give the
pictures a movement or intended
articulation. Many have themes, of
letters, numbers and flags and
geographic maps as part of the
basic pattern. His US flag patterns
are well known, as are his letters and

numbers. It is not something you
can always take in straight way and
have to stand back and think, or at
least walk up close and be amazed
at the complexity of the canvas
material, medium of paint,
materials, wood, metal, brushes and
utensils that are often embedded in
the paint or fabric of the canvas or
around the edges as part of the
frame. You have to see it.
I attach one piece whose title I
apologise I forgot to write down, but
it is typical of his, ‘map’, ‘letters,
‘graphic-flag’, ‘abstract person’ and
muti-media look and feel. By the
way, the image I show, is a huge 12
foot wide by 8 foot high artwork, and
that was one of his average size
pieces, though, to be fair, many were
smaller, but it gives you an idea of the
scale of his work. An interesting show,
if not challenging to the senses.

UK – London
Royal Academy:
Dali & Duchamp
This was a fun and at times
somewhat ‘rude’ (risqué) exhibition
of Salvador Dali’s & Marcel
Duchamp’s work that showed the
working relationship and links of
these two mid-20th century artists.
They painted in different ways, but
shared a rejection of conventional
painting methods and subjects.
They were fellow ‘myth makers
and travellers’ as the advertising
from the RA explains. They were
certainly experimental at the time
and also influenced by celebrity
and Holywood. The influences of
both artists came from the Dada
movement in reaction to the
great First World War after 1918,
particularly in Paris.
Dali was too you to be in the war
and Duchamp at the time was
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living in New York, unable to fight
due to ill health. By the 1920’s
‘Surrealism’ (from the Dada
movement) was taking hold in Paris,
and by then both Dali, Max Ernst
and Rene Magritte were part of that
movement and poetry (led by
surrealist poet Andre Breton).
As photography became more
established in the arts, so did its
relationship with surrealism and by
1938 (just before the 2nd world war)
there was in Paris an ‘International
Exhibition of Surrealism’ in 1938 that
Dali was involved. After the war from
the 1940s to the 1960s Dali &
Duchamp continued their themes
of challenging what Dali called the
‘norms of contemporary artistic
brawl’ producing many paintings
and artworks that still to this day look
at the world in a different and
strange way challenging the viewers
perspective. Even in the early days
of Duchamp’s art from 1913 to
1921 he explored his art in what he
called ‘Readymade’ experiments
taking the modern industrialisation
and factory products as a theme
and distorting the images.
By the 1930’s Dali was also breaking
new ground himself with his
Object of Symbolic Function and
similar to Duchamp was dedicating
his art exhibitions to objects often
man made. The RA exhibition this
year also looks at Dali’s and
Duchamp’s shared 1930s themes
of Eroticism and although figurative
and surrealistic, the works are clearly
erotic fantasy and borderline
explicit, but always with humour.
A theme that is also covered in the
RA show is the Paranoia that both
Dali and Duchamp shared of
themes showing double meaning
and to confuse the observer of their
paintings what they were portraying
or trying to convey. Ultimately their
work to this day and as shown in the
RA exhibition, is evidence that art,
can be both beautifully painted in
as much detail as a master of
more conventional subject matter
and themes and still challenge the
viewer to question what it is he or
she is looking at. I certainly left the
exhibition with a smile on my face.

UK – London:
Royal Academy:
Matisse in the Studio
This was the smallest and most
focused of the exhibitions at the
RA. It was essentially a look at both
the paintings from the art studio
from Henri Matisse (1869-1954)
and a look at the objects, furniture
and wall hangings of his studio
that his paintings often exhibited
in the foreground or background
of his subjects. So the viewer at the
RA show had the illusion of walking
around the few small rooms where
the exhibition was held, that you
were walking around the studio of
Matisse with various objects, vases,
chairs, tables, wall hangings,
curtains, even dresses and art
equipment and seeing paintings
of his various female subjects
interspersed showing the same
objects in the paintings.
It was a fantastic way to visualise
the paintings, actually seeing the
same chair or couch the lady in the
painting was reclining on in front of
the same curtains. Certainly one of
the more tangible exhibitions of
artwork and picture content I have
seen. The theme at the RA is that
the objects in the paintings, were
themselves
part
of
the
composition. In fact there is much
colour in the Matisse paintings, that
the objects themselves are as
much part the of the composition
as the person.
Henri Matisse – Yellow Obalisque

The objects on display although a
collection from Matisse’s studio
were in fact a celebration of his
collecting objects himself, from
France, Spain, Italy, Germany,
Africa (Algeria, Congo, Morocco),
and purchased objects from
Japan, China and the Middle East.
Many of the objects Matisse
collected had strong cultural
influence. Many objects, and
textiles Matisse purchased were
from
middle-eastern
Islamic
influence too, as a complete
contrast to the Western norms of his
contemporary world.
The exhibition was vibrant with
colour and had a real multi-cultural
vision that his paintings expressed,
From now on, I will certainly take
note of the content of a Matisse
painting in future knowing he put so
much emphasis on the objects,
materials and furniture in each
composition. Again an exhibition to
put a smile on your face.

UK – London:
Wallace Collection
& Museum
(Lotus F1 & Selfridges
Christmas Tree!)
I was up in London last week on a
day off, just before Christmas with
my dad (Maurice, who a few of
you know as he has helped out a
couple of GMA exhibitions and is
an ex-Ford car designer himself.
He was also a big contributor to
the recently published Nick Hull
book on Ford Dunton Design
studio, 1950s to the present day!
But that is a story for another
Redline). My dad and I had just
met my daughter Ella at a pub
called the Devonshire Arms for her
lunch as she is working at a Design
Art studio nearby on the corner of
Duke Street & Wigmore Street.
Ella told us to visit the Wallace
Collection, on Manchester Square,
literally 100 yards from the pub we
were at! So that is where we found
ourselves for the rest of the
afternoon. I could not believe I had
never been there before as it was
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just fantastic and ‘free’ though a £5
donation was encouraged, which I
was more than happy to oblige with.
By the way, there was a great old
‘Route 66’ sign on the pub wall
(along with some other incredible
regalia) that I took a photo of too,
as that is the theme to the last
exhibition report!
For those of you who have had the
privilege to view this art collection
and general collection of artefacts,
from furniture, silverware, clocks
armoury and pottery from the 1500s
to the more recent 1900s it was a
feast for the eyes with some really
famous paintings that I had no
idea were hung there. Not least
the Laughing Cavalier by Frans
Hals, (1584-1660) and Thomas
Gainsboroughs such as Mrs
Robinson (‘’Peridita’’) (1727-1788) and
a self-portrait of Rembrandt Van Rijn
(1606-1669) circa 1637. Plus some
amazing paintings by various Dutch
Masters in the upstairs gallery which
include one of the most impressive
sailing ship scenes by both Van De
Veldes (senior & junior) and scenes of
old Venice by Canaletto (16971768) as well as incredibly detailed
wildlife paintings that are so realistic
by Hondecoeter (1636-1695).
Although the art was all fantastic,
the armoury was astonishing too,
suffice to say aside from the various
body armour from all over Britain
and continental Europe, Asia and
Japan and China from 1500s to
1600s the full Horse armour that was
on display on a full size model horse
from 1510 with a fully plated up
knight in armour with sword raised
high was truly astonishing and worth
the visit just to see that! The horse
armour weight was circa 300
pounds (so lighter then it looked) let
alone what a fully armoured knight
& huge sword would have weighed!
In closing there was also a
small
exhibition
of
Spanish
art too, including an impressive
El Greco (Domenikos Theotokopulos,
1541-1614) painting called ‘Tears of
Saint Peter’ (1580)
So all in all, what was a Christmas
shop window trip and lunch with my

Franz Hals – The Laughing Cavalier

El Greco – Tears of St. Peter

Rembrandt Van Rijn – Self Portrait

Germany – Stuttgart:
Bobingen &
‘Motorworld’
While in Germany a couple of
weeks ago on business for a week
in Bobingen (near Stuttgart at the
RLE International offices, for whom
I work in the UK) and where at
Bobingen in the Porsche &
Mercedes technical centres
nearby (who RLE also do a lot of
design engineering work for) I was
lucky enough to spend a couple
of long lunch times exploring the
old town centre on the hill and the
nearby ‘Motorworld’!

daughter in London ended up as a
very artistic afternoon. Two cool
things my dad & I saw in London
however, were a Formula 1 car
hanging from the ceiling of the
Lotus car show room in Regents
street and a fun automotive &
London Street gold Christmas Tree
in Selfridges store which had lots of
London Buses & Taxi Cabs (with
telephone & post boxes – It made
me smile anyway!

In walking around the old town of
Bobingen and amongst the old
church & buildings came across an
unusual sculpture made up of
rusting car and engine parts (see
image) which was so cool. But the
main reason for writing this part of
the article is that the old 1930’s
Bobingen airport building and now
adjoining
modern
museums,
workshop and dealership, house
the most incredible 1 kilometre long
automotive
extravaganza
of
historic and new automotobiles
and motorbikes! All housed under
the brand of Motorworld who own
literally hundreds and hundreds of
millions of Euros of exotic and old
cars as well as the most prestigious
new cars in the world.
In amongst the cars, dealers and
mmuseum are restaurants, cafes
and old pub-brewery. Heaven! And
it was a real privilege to be able to
take a long lunch break to see most
of it (I was working 12 hour days, so
I did not feel too guilty!)
Of the new car dealerships. it
included Bentley (well, VW/Audi
really as you know they are Audis
underneath the beautiful Bentley
skins), Mercedes-Benz, Porsche,
McLaren, Maserati, Lamborghini,
Ferrari and Harley Davison. In the
two warehouse museums were
practically
every
car
from
automotive history, from all over
Europe, Britain and many from the
USA to the present classics, to as
described above the newest. It was
surreal walking along one gallery as
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the cars were all in separate glass
cases/garages, stacked two high
and technically for sale in that
garage, cum museum. While in the
other. older, part of the gallery they
were all on the ground floor and
parked in a swinging path with
some of the best collections of
Porsche and Mercedes-Benz cars I
have ever seen, with an eclectic
collection of other makes and
models including Jaguar and a lot
of classic American cars.

Back in England –
in old Chester:
Castle Fine Art Gallery
& a surprising find!

Alfredo de la Maria – Early Rider

In amongst the cafes and auto
regalia shops, there was a lot of
automotive artwork too, including
several large pictures by Bernd Luz
and Alfredo De La Maria which I
also include among some of the
amazing pictures of the classic cars
on show. It was all very festive two
with typical German Christmas trees
and festive decorations.
Interestingly I did check some of the
‘classic car’ prices in a couple of
garages, including a nice example
Austin Healey 3000 and equally
mint though not totally stock MGC
(both left hand drive of course) and
the prices at €55K & €28K were not
too far off what you pay in the UK.
I did not look at the prices of the new
machinery in the various dealerships
(well you would not see the price tag
of the new Ferrari would you!). I did
in fact walk into the stunning Ferrari
dealership and was approached by
an equally stunning salesperson, but
in my best German I just said I was
just taking a photo of the new Ferrari
and mentioned it was for the GMA
Redline. I got a very polite but
confused nod. There must have
been some 7 or so various Ferraris in
the showroom, at heavens know
what price, but a lot no doubt!
As I left I wished I had had the nerve
to ask for a brochure! Oh well,
maybe next time!
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Alfredo de la Maria – Monte Carlo 1959

I was in Chester a couple of weeks
ago to catch the Christmas
market and visit for my first time
the quaint, historic city of Chester
which some of you may know
housed the 20th Roman Legion
who also helped build Hadrian’s
Wall and of course the first city
walls of Chester, which have since
grown and expanded through
Medieval times to the present day
fighting off plagues and civil war
sieges and fires! It is truly a
fantastic old city and I cannot
believe it’s taken me until now to
visit it! Just amazing and I was
lucky enough to go to a night of
opera and Welsh choir singing in
the old cathedral as well.
However among the old shops and
two tired ancient rows (for those
who know Chester too) I happened
on by chance the Castle Fine Art
gallery tucked away in a beautiful
but unassuming old arcade off one
of the old rows. In there was some
fantastic art of the artist Laurence
Coulson whom the gallery owners
are a prime exhibitor around the
country. His works are atmospheric
landscapes and one of his
paintings captured a car driving
home at night, which I really like
and include here. What I like about
it, the car and road is almost
incidental but very much the
theme of the painting which is
called ‘Take me Home’. Laurence
was there giving a demo of a
painting he was doing of the local
old Chester bridge over the river

the four images as follows:• Under the Bridge

• Clam Bar Surf Avenue

Dee. In talking he also showed me
a photo of a commission he was
painting of someone’s Ferrari,
painted in a similar style. It was
really good and very striking.
Hopefully he will send an image
once completed.
However the other artist on display
and the theme of his artwork really
took me by surprise, considering I
am a big fan of his music, but
somehow had missed the fact he
was also an artist in his spare time,
to break the tension before after his
concerts. In the gallery was one his
originals of a nude woman sitting,
hanging above the stairs, which
was cool enough. But the 4 limited
edition Glicee pictures hanging
that
really
captured
my
imagination, were of his theme of
‘’The Beaten Path’’ This is his
American Landscape series from
this year, 2017, with many road and
street scenes, with bridges, cafes,
motels, bridges and roads.
Castle Fine Art Gallery had a set of
4 on show and I understand they
are only for sale here in the UK (at
least that what was I was told) via
the owners of Castle Fine Arts,
Washington
Green
fine
art
sponsored by Halcyon Gallery.
The artist is none other than Bob
Dylan! I have a brochure of ‘The
Beaten Path’ and took pictures of
the framed up prints, which I
include here (rather than take
pictures from the book). I was
absolutely amazed and so pleased
to chat to the gallery staff who told
me how it all came about. I attach
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talks of his paintings representing
“remnants of the past”.
Certainly if you are a Bob Dylan
fan, this is an interesting aspect to
his artistic talent and certainly
surprised me. I thoroughly enjoyed
discovering this artwork by Bob Dylan
in the ancient city of Chester and
now have a copy of this fantastic
and very specially produced to the
highest quality brochure of all 15
images for ‘The Beaten Track’ that is
no doubt a collectors brochure in
itself! As the price tag for each
signed glicee print was way outside
my price bracket, but great to see
them up close and personal as a
fan of his music and now artwork!

In closing

• Motel in New Mexico

• Endless Highway

Well that brings me to possibly the
last time I write at length for
Redline, except for the May show
in Southend and July show at
Ford, which I hope some of you
can support. Hopefully someone
will step forward as the
Chairperson in 2018.
In the meantime I hope
my Chairman’s Letters and
contributions such as this article
have been interesting to read and
please feel free to drop me a line if
you have any questions or
comment, good bad or indifferent
on what I have written.
I hope to find time to paint more in
2018 too and of course look
forward to meeting anyone who
can make it to the Southend or
Ford GMA shows.
Kind Regards

David Ginn
The complete series comprises of
some 15 water colours and acrylics
and
represent
Bob
Dylan’s
impression of the unglamourised
every day “American Landscape –
as you see it crisscrossing the land
and seeing it for what its worth’’ (in
his own words) and the idea was
that Bob Dylan wanted to paint
images that were “staying out of
the mainstream and travelling
the backroads (of America)
born free style”. In his literature he

GMA Chairman

Classic Car Show Report
Village Mall, Barra de Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro
In October a friend sent me a WhatsApp message
with 3 photos that he had received from someone I
don’t know taken at the Village Mall shopping centre
showing some classic cars. I am extremely grateful
as I would not otherwise have been aware of this
amazing show which does not seem to have been
well advertised.
The show displayed over 100 cars from around the
world, covering many eras with some dating back as
far as the 1920s. It was a great selection with many cars
I had previously only seen in photos and one I had
never heard of! What’s more it looks quite amazing! A
1954 Monarca which to my eyes looks like the kind of
‘car of the future’ design exercise that the Americans
used to exhibit in the 1950s, except it is a lot smaller
using a humble VW Beetle chassis. Apparently
Monarca was actually a Brazilian coachbuilder rather
than a manufacturer and built “fewer than 10 cars”
according to the accompanying information, but this
survivor is quite something.
Perhaps the biggest surprise about this show, housed in
the same exhibition hall as ‘The Art of the Brick’ Lego
show reported on in the last Redline, was that
admission was free! A small selection of photos of the
more unusual and interesting cars follows. I hope you
will enjoy them.

1929 Chandler Big Six Touring

1931 Rolls-Royce Phantom I with Skiff body

John Napper

1927 DuPont E

1928 Chrysler roadster
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Rene Lalique Crystal Eagle Mascot
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1925 Isotta Fraschini 8A Cabriolet D'Orsay

1926 Chrysler Phaeton

1928 Fiat 120

1948 La Salle sedan

1946 De Soto Custom coupé

1951 De Soto Diplomat Custom sedan

1956 Lincoln Premiere

1950 Dyna Panhard

1949 Skoda 1101 Tudor

1938 Tatra T87

V8 in the rear

Alfa Romeo Amarela Recreation

Willys Interlagos, Brazilian built Alpine A108

1989 Pum,a Al Fassi - 1 of only 3 made

1954 Monarca
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Amarela
Amarela is
is Portuguese
Portuguese for
for yellow.
yellow. IfIf anyone
anyone knows
knows anything
anything
about the original car, please let me know!

1965 Brasinca Uirapuru coupé

Jaguar E-Type Series 1 viewed from above.

1954 Monarca

Ferrari – Under The Skin
A major exhibition marking the 70th anniversary of
Ferrari in collaboration with Ferrari S.p.a. and Museo
Ferrari, Maranello (Italy) at THE DESIGN MUSEUM
224-238 Kensington High Street, London W8 6AG.
10am to 6pm (last entry at 5pm) until 15th April
2018. Adult entry £18, concessions £13-50.
The Design Museum is at the south end of Holland Park
and the nearest tube station is Kensington High Street
on the Circle & District lines.
“This show is well worth a spin”
– The Times
“The exhibition doesn’t disappoint”
– The Londonist

Design Museum Kensington

“The secret world of car design is laid bare”
– Culture Whisper
“Intelligently curated and stunningly designed”
– Forbes
“It’s not the first exhibition commemorating
Ferrari’s 70-year history – but it may be the finest.”
– Motor Sport Magazine
This exhibition is full of interest at every level. If you have
an anarak-type interest then there is Enzo’s passport,
contracts, letters and engineering & design drawings
to pour through. If you are into engineering you will find
jewel-like engine parts here. If you haven’t yet seen
Enzo’s purple ink, his signature or the legendary
Nuvolari’s autograph then you’ll see them here. You
can hire an iPad to take you into even more detail. The
cars from the very first Ferraris through to the latest
concept cars are here.
In the foyer you will be greeted by a magnificent
yellow Tour-de-France Ferrari Daytona and shop for
intricate Sharknose & GTO models at £6,500 & £7,950
respectively. I found the full-size wooden bucks
and wire frames used to reproduce Scaglietti
aluminium bodywork accurately, quite interesting. The
original ones used for the Sharknose, GTO and the
250LM are on display.

Peter Collins’ Ferrari 250GT cabriolet with disc brakes

Alberto Ascari’s 1952 Championship winning Ferrari 500

There is an interesting display of the evolution of famous
drivers’ helmets from Gonzales’ yellow helmet with its
cooling holes drilled in the front. Then alongside
are Ascari, Fangio, Hawthorn, Phil Hill, Surtees,
Scheckter, Gilles, Schuey and Kimi’s skidlids too. Gilles
and Schuey’s overalls and Schuey’s 2000
Championship winning car are evocative reminders of
two of the great Ferrari men.
On display are Ascari’s sparkling Ferrari 500 alongside
his large 1952 Silverstone British Grand Prix winning
Trophy. Then there is Rob Walkers dark Blue Ferrari
250SWB with which Moss won TTs at Goodwood, David
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Rob Walker’s Ferrari 250GT SWB with which Moss won the TT

David Piper’s Ferrari 250GTO

Piper’s magnificent bright green
250GTO and Peter Collins’ very own
road 250GT Cabriolet Ferrari, the
very first Ferrari to sport disk brakes
....... and there’s so much more –
don’t miss it!

PS. Look out also for the film
FERRARI – RACE TO IMMORTALITY
which tells the story of
Hawthorn/Collins/Musso/De Portago.
Amazon sell it for £9.99 with free
postage.

Barry Hunter

Body shell buck, Ferrari 250LM 1965
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Book Review
Techniques of the
Great Masters of Art
ISBN 0681466618
Published by Hunter Publishing Inc.
in Hardback 2002
Size 11.8” x 9.1”
Also available in paperback
Amazon.co.uk has copies from
£22.17 used or £56.80 new while
Amazon.com has used copies from
$3.86 or new from $26.99 which
suggests that shipping from the USA
might be worthwhile.

I am currently reading a tome titled Techniques of
the Great Masters of Art. It has opened my eyes to
how art reflects the era and represents the norms
and life of the times. But more importantly how not
until the late 1800s was Monet recognized by an art
dealer who understood that the French
Impressionistic art movement was the future of Art.
Instead of viewing reality through the lens of the
physical eye it was representative of the minds eye
view of reality. This led to a whole movement in all
the arts and continued the course of artistic
development since the renaissance.
Automotive art, the stepchild of fine art, shunned by
much of the impresarios of the art world today, should
and can take its rightful place as one of the most
important art subjects in painting today if approached
and executed properly.
The history of art, since the renaissance, has
brought the focus of the subject matter from
the pious to the mundane, the exalted to the
common man and finally to the mind’s eye
of the artist depicting the common laborer
in a natural world being altered and
affected by his actions. No other invention,
for better or worse, had done more to
change the landscape of our culture and
the direction of our future. It had become
an extension of our society as well as our
individuality down to how we view our
own persona.
The Guild membership has the tools, the
ability, and the imagination to break out
of the mold of mere portraiture and
pretty pictures cast on us by the
Established Art Community, or as a
representation of its racing or
advertising aspect.

Rick Herron
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Film Review
Ferrari
Race to Immortality

This film tells the interlinked story of five Ferrari drivers
and their wives and girlfriends from 1955 to January
1959. Mike Hawthorn is the tragic spine of the story
which starts with him being involved in the awful
1955 Le Mans spectator accident and then ending
up taking the totally meaningless race win. There is
footage of a number of fatal crashes in the film as
it tells the story of the perilous and often short lives
of the 1950s racing driver. It is a serious quality
documentary which has had access to an enormous
archive of historical film and the cooperation of
significant people of the time. The underlying
musical score also links the story well.
Spanish count Alfonso De Portago was an international
playboy, sportsman and racer and his story is told,
which ends tragically with his death in a spectator
crash in the 1957 Mille Miglia. This marked the end
of this gloriously mad motor race up and down
Italy and Italian law and the Pope got involved
after that one.
Rich Italian Eugenio Castellotti was to die in a testing
crash at Modena in 1957 trying in his Ferrari
to regain the circuit lap record back from
Maserati. Enzo had, it seems, taken a serious shine
to his girlfriend.
Roman Luigi Musso was the Ferrari star who
Hawthorn and Collins it was said, ganged up on
and his girlfriend actively disliked the party-loving
British pair. He was to die in a crash in the 1958
French Grand Prix at Reims.
Peter Collins’ romance with, and 18 month
marriage to. Louise gets emotional coverage,
particularly when best friend, ‘Mon Ami
Mate’, Mike Hawthorn is asked about
him following his death in the 1958 German
Grand Prix at the Nurburgring.
Hawthorn goes on to win the 1958 World
Championship in Morroco and even this, something
like Le Mans in 1955, is totally wrecked by the death in
the race of Vanwall driver Stuart Lewis-Evans in a fiery
crash. Interviews with Mike’s fiancé Jean Howarth tell of
his state of mind at the time. Then 3 months later after
his retirement from the sport, Hawthorn dies in a
needless road accident on the Hogs Back near
Guildford in January 1959.
This film has much depth with much previously unseen
footage and has fascinating interviews with all and
sundry. It has expert comment from Doug Nye, Nigel
Roebuck, Peter Windsor and Richard Williams and
much else. Much recommended. You can buy the
DVD on Amazon for £9.99 with free postage.

Barry Hunter
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Gallery
Redline gallery is an opportunity for GMA members
to display their latest works to fellow members. We
can’t all get to GMA exhibitions to view the
originals, but it’s always good to see new works.
Please e-mail the editor to submit your work for inclusion
in the Gallery at any time. Any additional information
about the painting, drawing, sculpture etc, is always
welcome, but not compulsory. Supply as much or as
little as you think appropriate.
Please note that your e-mail address will be included
under your name unless you specifically request it to
be omitted.

This issue features contributions from, in alphabetical
order, Paul Bennett, Stuart Booth, John Dunbar, Rick
Herron, Barry Hunter, Phil Lightman, Richard Maby,
David Purvis, Johan Rabe, Tim Skett, Doug Vince
& Richard Wheatland.
The committee has decided that only full members of
the GMA can be considered for the Featured Artist spot
at the front of Redline, but friends and honorary
members are welcome to submit contributions to the
Gallery pages. The website version of Redline uses
watermarks for your protection but members receive
clear photos.

John Napper

Phil Lightman
tim.skett@btinternet.com

Jensen Interceptor
This was done as a surprise present for the owner’s
50th Birthday, and also shows his GTE and his house.
The composition was a bit of a compromise to fit
everything in!
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The only photos of the Jensen were at the wrong angle
so I had to adapt from other photos, and I didn’t get
any photos of the GTE.

Phil Lightman

Richard Wheatland
richardwheatland@aol.com

Ronnie Lights Up The Palace
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From Front To Back
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Grand Sport

Tim Skett
tim.skett@btinternet.com

4 for 44
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Barry Hunter
barryhuntermsa@gmail.com

Hawthorn’s New World
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Lola

Rick Herron
classicautopicks@aol.com

Sweet
Here is the companion to "Bull", which some of you
have seen, of the artwork of a Lambo Gallardo. It is
called "Sweet" and is the finished version of the rear
end of the Gallardo depicted in my gallery of
artworks.
Tony, my son-in-law suggested that I put a bit more
interest in the piece by adding a background to it. I
then decided to include my daughter Virginia, his wife
in the artwork and present it at an upcoming
concourse. Unfortunately I did not have it finished in
time and only showed "Bull" at the event.
I plan to send these as prints to a future event.

Rick Herron
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John Dunbar
dunbar.art@icloud.com

Colin Chapman
Colin Chapman was also a good driver in the cars
he designed so well. This is an oil painting of him in
a Lotus mk 9 at Crystal Palace.
Colin won the 2000cc sports car race in the MG
powered car. It was the August bank holiday Monday
meeting in 1955.
The factory offered the cars for sale at £1150 plus
purchase tax.
Earlier that year Chapman entered the car for Le Mans
with Ron Flockhart. After leading the 1100 cc class he
slid off into the sand and was disqualified for reversing
back on to the track.

John Dunbar
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Geoff Duke
Members usually paint cars. As a young man many
of us started a passion for motor bikes. I have
painted some based on old black and white photos.
Adding colour is all part of the challenge of bringing
action to the work.
This is an oil painting of Geoff Duke in the 1953 Isle of
Man TT riding a Gilera.
The late Geoff usually rode Nortons.

John Dunbar
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Doug Vince

drvince238@btinternet.com

A&P Travel Coach
The picture of the A&P Travel coach is of the
company's first six-wheeler and was, at the time, the
"flagship" of their small fleet.
A&P Travel (Tours) Ltd is run by a father and son, Alan
and Paul Cartwright. The picture depicts the coach
outside their office in Osbournby, Lincolnshire. This was
the second painting I'd done of their vehicles and,
since then, they've added two more brand-new DAF
six-wheelers to the fleet. I've yet to finish a picture I'm
doing of one of them!

Doug Vince
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Bedfford OB Coach
AJS 16MS 350cc
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Ralph’s Austin
The Austin was owned by my late second-cousin,
Ralph Jones, up to the time of his death at the age
of 93 in April 2016. It's a 1929 Austin Heavy 12/4.
As a child in the 1950s and 60s, I remember Ralph
using a similar car as his everyday transport and visiting
my parents' home in South East London in it.
The car in the picture is one that he kept at his home
as a spares donor car. I last saw both cars in the early
1970s and, at that time, they were in a sad condition,
and were non-runners. Later in the 1970s Ralph sold
both cars to someone for restoration. During the 2000s
Ralph and his nephew Leigh discovered both cars
again and were able to buy the maroon one back.

Doug Vince
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Richard Maby
rmaby@btinternet.com

Aussie Triumph
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Lad's End
Steve’s Tractor
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David Purvis
davidpurvismotorart@btinternet.com

figaromas
Gurneys Fish Shop – Burnham Market
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Dave Brodie – 'Run Baby Run' Escort Brands 1970
Lewis Hamilton Hammer Time Abu Dhabi 2014
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Johan Rabe
johanrabe1@gmail.com

Alfa Romeo GTV
Alfa Romeo T33 1968 RDM 9-hour Kyalami Slotemaker & Pilette
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Fordson tractor
Old Farmall tractor
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Paul Bennett
paul@classicmemories.co.uk

‘Catch Us If You Can’,
The Dave Clark Five – July 1965
All my illustrations these days are connected with life
as I remember it as a lad together with the
soundtrack of music that went along hand in hand
with it.

Paul Bennett

Reader’s Letter
I was browsing through some back copies of Vintage
Racecar recently when I came across a letter I had
sent to the editor. A regular columnist, Robert
Newman, had written an article on Olivier Gendebien
which triggered a memory for me and I penned the
following:
Robert Newman’s “Heroes” column in the March, 2010
issue of Vintage Racecar on Olivier Gendebien brought
back memories of the time I met the Belgian racer and
how he complimented me on my artistic ability.
Back in the early 1960s the service station I worked at in
Burlington, Ontario often became an informal meeting
spot for the post-race sports car crowd. One evening,
following a race meeting at Mosport, I dropped by and
was discussing the day’s racing with the assembled
company when a couple of cars roared onto the
forecourt. To my surprise, who should appear, dragged
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into the office by a couple of young ladies, one on each
arm, but none other than the famous sports car racer I
had witnessed at the track earlier that day. The owner of
the station had one of my paintings hanging in the office
and Olivier, upon admiring it, was informed that I was the
artist. He shook my hand and complimented me on my
work. Minutes later the young ladies spirited Mr.
Gendebien off with promises of a party somewhere.
I never did figure out how the two ladies had
‘kidnapped’ the famous Le Mans winner, but it was
pretty cool for a young enthusiast to have one of his
paintings admired by none other than Olivier
Gendebien.

Chris Phillips

P.S. Historical accuracy forces me to confess the Mme.
Gendebien was nowhere to be seen that evening
almost 50 years ago.

ArtyFACTS
Answers
1

David Shepherd OBE,CBE,FRSA, FGRA died in September 2017 at the age of 86. When he
was young he was turned down by The Slade School of Art and told he had no talent for
art! So there’s hope for us all!

2

Chateau Impney, the Grade 2 listed luxury hotel near Droitwich Spa in Worcestershire. In the
past it hosted the Hagley and District Car Club’s Ken Wharton Memorial Trophy interregional televised autotests.

3

Andrew Marr who has made a good recovery from a stroke he suffered in January 2013
returning to his Sunday morning TV show in September that year.

4

Talented, then 17 year old Billy Monger, had both his legs amputated after a crash in a
Formula4 race at Donington Park in April 2017. Over £800,000 was raised online to help him
and he was able to walk the pitlane at the 2017 British Grand Prix in July on his prosthetic
legs. He plans to return to racing at Le Mans in 2018.

5

Leonardo da Vinci’s Salvatore Mundi (Saviour of the world) broke all records at an auction
at Christies in New York in November 2017.

6

Switzerland banned motor racing after the Le Mans accident in 1955. A round of the FIA
Formula E Championship will be held in Zurich in June 2018.

7

The Courtauld Gallery at Somerset House which hosts a Van Gogh Self portrait and a
Cezanne Cardplayers painting amongst many others.

8

Welshman Elfin Evans ‘Son of’ ex British rally champion Gwyndaff Evans, was the first British
winner of our home round of the WRC since Richard Burns in 2000,..... not many people
know that ,,,,,, so perhaps British rallying needs to improve it’s PR?

9

New York based Kehinde Wiley is famous for his powerful portrayals of black people in heroic
poses and has painted Michael Jackson among others. He will be the first African American
to paint a portrait of a US president. His exhibition In Search of the Miraculous is at the
Stephen Friedman Gallery in Old Burlington Street, near the Royal Academy in London from
Nov 24th 2017 to January 27th 2018.

10 A civil court in Florence has asserted that it is the right of the owner of the artwork, the
Galleria d’ Accademia to authorise reproduction images of Michelangelo’s David. Tour
organisers will often charge very high prices for guided tours of the famous Florentine sites,
far more than the modest entry fees charged by the sites themselves. Many tour brochures
will of course use images of the main exhibits and many Italian tourist sites are suffering ever
greater congestion. A number of other institutions in Florence are expected to follow and to
set similar limits and rules concerning the use of images of their works.
The quarterly ArtyFacts quiz is compiled by Barry Hunter
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Facebook

GMA Committee Members

The Guild of Motoring Artists now has a Facebook
Group to which members are welcome to contribute.

David Ginn:

Chairman

Sean Wales:

Membership Secretary
and Financial Officer

John Napper:

Redline Editor

GMA members on Facebook, please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/Guild-of-Motoring-Artists518130378366893/
Thanks to Caroline Jaine for setting this up.

Stuart Booth
Martin Buffery

Instagram

Barry Hunter

The Guild of Motoring Artists now has an Instagram
page to which members are welcome to contribute.

David Marsh:

GMA members on Instagram, please visit:
https://www.instagram.com/motoringartists/
Thanks to Sean Wales for setting this up. To be included,
please submit 2 jpegs to Sean. Hashtags are also
required for each picture. E-mail seanwales@gmail.com
to submit or for more information.

Webmaster

Redline Spring 2018
Copy deadline for next issue is February 25
Please e-mail any Redilne contributions to:
john.redline@yahoo.co.uk
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